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CARE, which stands for ‘Community Asset-based
Research and Enterprise,’ is a research project funded
by the Arts & Humanities Research Council’s
Connected Communities Programme. It brought
together an interdisciplinary team of academics,
practitioners and community researchers to work
collaboratively with hobbycraft (amateur or voluntary)
groups. The aim was to test and develop a
methodology for co-produced community learning
through creative practice, skill-sharing and storytelling
to build confidence and promote self-reflection and
reflexivity. We wanted to explore how craft knowledge
might be applied through processes of co-design
(engaging all stakeholders), co-creation (collaborative
work) and co-discovery (by formal and informal
researchers). The project worked with community
groups and partners in Cornwall, Birmingham and
Dublin and used participatory action research
methods in digital fabrication, virtual communication,
and face-to-face activities and workshops. Co-creating
CARE was a big project, but not a digitally-based or
focused one. In the context of the All Makers Now?
conference we will discuss why we were impelled or
moved towards including digital elements, what these
elements were, and their effect on the project. 

Creative hobbies are a fertile ground for exploration:
millions engage in them each year. Activities such as
knitting, crochet, embroidery, woodworking,
metalwork, photography, quilting, lace-making, basket
making, beadwork, model making and weaving, for
instance, are undertaken voluntarily for pleasure and
involve high levels of ingenuity, competence and
creativity. Hobbies are particularly valuable for this
project because they represent an important area of
community asset and strength: skills, knowledge,
expertise and capabilities that are often devalued or
dismissed (Hackney, 2013a), but which, if recognised,
might be developed and applied more widely through
volunteering, training, community activism, small
business or social enterprise. 

A focus on handicrafts offers opportunities for an
integrated participatory methodology (co-creation) that
both grows from the grassroots and has the potential to
be scaled up and applied to other communities of
interest such as sports clubs, business groups, ecological
societies, performers, dance enthusiasts or gardeners
(Wenger, 2002). While small group settings foster
dialogue, the experience of making, whether drawing,
construction, knitting or sewing, brings something more
that can enhance trust and focus concentration
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(Csikszentmihayli, 1979).  But there is something more
than this which became and remains central to the
project; making is connected with narration. There is a
long history of women talking while they make,
exchanging confidences and telling their life histories in
sewing groups and quilting bees, which we wanted to
explore.

When working with proposed and existing groups
within the project we needed to be clear about what
we meant by community. Alison Gilchrist, who was a
consultant on CARE and has been involved in
community development for over thirty years, has
drawn on complexity theory to argue that community
is an integrated and evolving system of diverse and
dynamic networks. She promotes an edge of chaos
model of community between rigidity and
randomness in which arrangements of untidy creativity
operate. This is very different from the relatively rigid,
settled values and practices that characterise long-
established groups.  Gilchrist also reminds us that
communities can function in positive and negative
ways. This was important to remember. While informal
networks can work as a collective resource, they can
also be oppressive and exclusive, preventing the
community acquiring new insights or learning from
different or challenging experiences.

In addition, Richard Sennett argues that modern
society is de-skilling people as social isolation and the
superficial nature of social contact (through short term
labour or online interactions) breeds anxiety about
those other and different from ourselves. Cooperation,
in contrast, allows us to benefit from exchange by
achieving what couldn’t be done alone. 

True cooperation is a difficult, demanding process; a
‘fraught, ambiguous zone of experience where skill and
competence encounter resistance and intractable
difference’ (Sennet, 2012). This echoes Gilchrist’s (2000)
notion of an intermediate zone of ‘untidy making’ and
captures some of the tensions experienced in our phase
one buddy exchanges. Participants’ different notions of
creative making alternately clashed or found grounds
for compromise. Sennett (2012) argues that exchanges
of difference (what he terms ‘dialogic cooperation’) or
the location of common ground (‘dialectic cooperation’)
or, most often, a combination of the two, are necessary
to achieve knitted together interactions. He contends
that the key is to respond to others on their own terms.
This involves such skills as the ability to listen well,
behave tactfully, find points of agreement, and manage
disagreement and frustration. Our question became - to
what extent can craft help us cooperate? 

In the initial part of the project, phase one, we
paired older craft makers with students from each
local area in Falmouth, and in Birmingham via our
community partner, Craftspace. During this phase we
used a series of short films exploring this
intergenerational skill sharing through creative
making (Hackney, 2013b). These demonstrated how
film can communicate crafts in community settings.
However, the activity also revealed the power

relationships embedded in creative exchange, as
tensions emerged around, for instance, digital making,
suggesting important questions about the future of
traditional skills and how these might be productively
combined with new technologies. Hannah Maughan
was Practice Researcher and was buddied up with
Barbara, a member of the local branch of the West
Country Embroiderers. Barbara is a self-taught and
phenomenally talented technical maker who is
particularly interested in traditional embroidery.
Barbara, who volunteered to be part of the project,
was invited to fill a shoebox with objects which
expressed herself and her craft. As the recipient,
Hannah’s task was to creatively respond to the
contents of the box alongside a short film of Barbara
in her home, speaking about her practice. Hannah
responded to the task in this way:

The box contained all the ingredients of a
Mountmellick embroidery kit which Barbara had
carefully put together, including thread, fabric (with
a hand drawn outline of a motif) , A4 instruction
leaflet and a photograph of the finished piece of
work (Barbara’s I assume).

Barbara had gifted me a mini project in itself. It
suggested step by step learning, the passing on of
knowledge and skill, all of which greatly appeals to
me. It created an instant link between us, my way of
thinking and teaching and Barbara’s experience of
her embroidery group and how she approaches her
craft and learning. However, my initial response was
that it would be far too easy for me to take up the
kit, complete it and be done with it, and in this sense
I wondered if that was what Barbara expected.
Instead, I tuned into the film and was fascinated by
both the words and the work that featured. The film
was far more personal and gave a stronger insight
into Barbara. What stood out to me was the
traditional bobbin Honiton lace work that Barbara
painstakingly and beautifully produces by hand; a
true labour of love and evident personal passion. I
had for some time been looking for an opportunity
to explore ways to investigate making lace digitally
and saw this as an opening. 

In the Textile Design studio at Falmouth we have a
small single head digital embroidery machine,
currently run through Aps-Ethos software. My CAD
skills are limited though I have some rudimentary
knowledge and experience of this particular
programme. I had four days in which to create a
body of work for this project and chose to centre my
research on the pre-programmed stitch structures
available in the software. Within the program
settings I selected gridded stitch structures that
appeared lace-like and which echoed those of
Honiton lace. I began by simply stitching them in a
square form onto a range of dissolvable base fabrics.
I didn’t know if the structures, which on screen
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appeared to be interconnected, were actually so,
and was keen to see through trial and error what
would happen, what worked and what didn’t, once
the base cloth was removed to leave just the thread.

Initially what I thought I was aiming for was for the
structures to remain intact once the base fabric
dissolved and for most this did happened. At times
the visual appearance of the structure would alter
through the dissolving process, with the crisp,
geometric definition becoming softer, more organic
like and delicate once the base support disappeared,
altering the tension. Others seemed to be more
robust and retain their original identity. Different
methods of how to dissolve the fabric impacted on
it. Direct water pressure from the tap was too
powerful and quickly destroyed the structure,
whereas leaving the pieces to gently dissolve in
dishes of shallow water worked better to preserve
the shape. 

However, not all the structures worked as I had
intended, but rather than failing, these mistakes
make opportunities. Some of the structures
completely fell apart once the base cloth dissolved,
leaving, for all intents and purposes, a long strand of
thread. But through the process of digital stitching, a
texture had been created transforming the thread
and suddenly ideas began to evolve of using this
digital thread to hand stitch with. For some
structures connections remained at certain points
but not at others, which in turn created interesting
fringes. Exploring the scale of the structures, type of
thread, (thicker wool and glow-in-the-dark), offered
further variations, before considering how to create
alternative shapes with the structures and methods
of joining different structures together.

At the same time, I was also involved in a research
project with the Learning Futures department at
Falmouth. We were investigating the use of the iPad
within the practise based, studio teaching
environment and I saw this as an opportunity to
challenge myself to create and document the entire
CARE project through the iPad, further underpinning
my use of digital technologies. The portability of the
iPad made research into and communication of the
project immediate and accessible via the internet
whilst using it to take videos and photographs
allowed me to easily record the stages of the project.
I could directly upload the photographs, add web
links, make notes and drawings through the
Bamboo Paper app which acted as my digital
sketchbook. At times the process was hampered,
with software glitches and frustrations in exporting
the sketchbook from the iPad to share with others;
however the overall benefits were favourable.

I presented the project to Barbara, meeting face-to-
face for the first time since we had been buddied up.

The iPad made for effective sharing and the focus of
my four days’ work coupled with the speed of the
digital embroidery process meant that I had a good
range of samples to show. Although Barbara was
certainly interested in my response to her offerings,
the direction I had taken and the work produced,
recognising in me that shared commitment and
passion for embroidery, it was apparent that she
was perhaps bemused by my investigation into lace
digital. For her the two words, digital and lace, were
polar opposites. 

The question continually arose as to whether or not
the use of the digital in lacemaking was ‘cheating’, a
term we both used during the discussion. The sense
of being physically ‘hands off’ from the making with
the machine doing the stitching was an issue that
was hotly debated, as was the speed of the process.
Where was the skill in pressing a button? Did the
work have as much value? Does the craftsmanship
instead become imbedded into the knowledge of
and creative application of the software? But it was
recognising that this is an alternative method of
working, offering something different both
technically and visually rather than trying to mimic
or replace the traditional aesthetic and skill of
bobbin lace.

Although the buddy scheme included the
opportunity for further skill swapping, Barbara
made it clear that she was not interested in
engaging personally with the digital in any way. Nor
was she interested in alternative suggestions of
learning from me, being firm in her own identity and
position as a maker. For my part, this was a big and
unexpected learning curve of the project. Initially it
confused me as I consider any chance to work with
others, to learn, to question and to push the
boundaries of embroidery and design as
opportunities and commonplace. What Barbara
taught me through her reaction was that for some,
embroidery is what it is, you do it a certain way
because that is how it is, you use a certain type of
thread because that is what you are supposed to
use. Honiton lace can’t be done in colour because
traditionally it’s white. Perhaps there was a certain
amount of fear, lack of confidence or stubbornness
in her unwillingness to engage. However, for
whatever reasons, I now respect the decision and
recognise it is as valid as my own approach. We are
united in a common passion for the craft whilst
appreciating that the value of embroidery and
making means different things to different people
and there is a place for all of us.

Exhibiting the digital lace samples at the AHRC
Connecting Communities conference in Edinburgh,
in July 2013, a similar reaction against the digital
played out again. Laid out on the stand, the work
attracted interest and people were encouraged to
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take a closer look and touch the samples. This
interest often grew when I explained the digital
connection as most were intrigued and surprised
having assumed the work to be handmade. However,
in a somewhat subtle yet extreme physical reaction,
one conference participant instantly withdrew her
hand and stepped back from the work when I stated
it was digitally produced. This was followed by a
diatribe referencing the industrial revolution and the
demise of hand making and the British creative
industries, which left me temporarily speechless. 

In order to examine the findings from phase one of the
project we organised a day event aimed at sharing
experiences and thinking about further directions in
which the groups from Falmouth and Birmingham met
and shared experiences. It became clear that, as well as
the digital/other conflict already mentioned, there was
an interesting disparity surrounding the difference
between those who had met before any crafted
material had been exchanged, and those for whom the
materials or objects were the first point of
communication.  The day led to a development of a
series of research questions for shaping the second
phase of the project.

These research questions included:
• To what extent and how does the CARE method of

collaborative learning through sharing, making and
reflecting offer a means to build on and develop
community assets, strengths, skills and creativity?

• If so how can this best be facilitated and supported?
To what extent can groups self-support?

• To what extent and how do groups feel ownership
over their work?

• How are the power relations in groups manifest?
And how are any tensions, or differences of opinion
experienced, managed or resolved? 

• Can we characterise the nature of the exchanges
that take place during the CARE process? To what
extent do they represent dialectic (the location of
common ground) and/or dialogic (exchanges of
difference) modes of engagement, and how might
this be mapped onto processes of talking and
making together? 

• What is the relationship between online and offline
interactions and digital processes within the CARE
process, and what are the strengths and weaknesses
of each?

• To what extent do established local community
(regional) identities change/transform/remain
unchanged, or strengthen, after contact with others
located in geographically and/or culturally different
contexts? 

In order to engage with these research questions,
alongside other actions, such as mediated and self-
organised crafting groups, three main digitally-based
or influenced research texts were developed: a digital
sharing platform, a sewing box of embroidered

ethnographies (stitched stories and interactions) and a
digital fabrication workshop.

Firstly, we will consider the digital sharing platform
that we called Making Things Together. The idea for
this arose out of the area of discomfort that some
participants had expressed about one-way exchanges
in the first phase: the older participants had handed on
a shoebox of materials and thoughts and the younger
participants responded to this. That is where the
iterations finished and some of the younger
participants felt that they had not been as respected or
their work engaged with as much because of the lack
of reciprocal response. We wanted to examine a more
extended series of iterations to see how
communication, of itself and via the medium of craft,
developed. We were also responding to the differences
expressed in the phase one sharing event where
discussions around whether meeting the buddy before
handing over the shoebox – or not – altered the
partner’s response to the craft items or processes. We
took, what we term a ‘material consequences’
approach, embracing playfulness and risk, using a
digital tool a bit like Facebook, in which
communications could be both public, to the entire
group, and private, because we wanted people to set
up buddying partnerships, where they communicated
via craft with one other person through a series of
exchanges. What we were looking for from the digital
tool was to capture and reflect on the small stories of
collaborative interaction through making, as well as
being an easy and fun way to participate in what we
ended up calling craft pen friends. 

Initially, we made some good progress on this idea
and progressed quite a long way towards being able to
capture the small stories alongside larger exchanges,
and seeing if communicating with craft as a focus had
a different quality even online, as it seems to in person.
However, we did not manage to iron out all the
glitches in the online tool: some people found it
difficult to join up, and we lost keen participants at this
first hurdle. Some found the tool not as inspiring or
engaging or intuitive as they had hoped. Some people
just found they had become too busy and were not as
committed as if they had been meeting. Though we
had expected to lose some people in this way, we think
the main reason the online tool did not take off is that
it just did not reach critical mass. There were, as one of
our advisors put it, ‘not enough people on the dance
floor’. For this reason, and because we think the idea
has a lot to recommend it and some interesting
research possibilities still to explore, we are intending
to develop more research around the idea of the online
crafting sharing platform. Even though this digital
strand was not what we would call successful in this
iteration, we hope to explore it further. 

A much more successful digital exploration was
Hannah’s embroidered ethnography group:

In the second phase of the project I set up my own
stitch group. This time I decided to focus on working
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with like-minded people and to explore the
positives of this community, such as sharing
interests, swapping skills, learning together and the
support and encouragement all of this would offer.
The emphasis of the group was on the professional
as opposed to the amateur maker and was
comprised of a number of my mixed media
graduates who had stayed in Falmouth post degree.
I was aware of the need for such a group, having
had numerous conversations about the loss of
community and lack of direction and motivation
that graduates often experience as self-employed
practitioners. Six in total and spanning the years,
not everyone knew each other but friendships
quickly and easily formed through the common
connection of me, embroidery and the degree.

Over the three months that we met, much was
debated in terms of the current embroidery and
education landscape and the impact the digital age
has had on it. We would often use YouTube videos to
learn new techniques, watch webinars of other
embroidery designers discussing their practise, link to
on-line stitch communities and share favourite
websites with each other. The pros and cons of
Pinterest were discussed at length; full of accessible
and unlimited inspiration or sticky in terms of IP and
copyright infringement, easy to collate and share or
a lazy way to research  – the group was divided. The
use of social media and on-line profiles were seen as
essential tools to connect professionally and market
business. During the sessions we would text, share
links and send photographs with group members
who weren’t there, keeping them directly in the loop
and I regularly blogged about each session on the
main CARE website, which connected us to the other
groups within the wider project. Digital embroidery
was viewed as an area ripe for development with few
having practical experience of it, and the possibilities
and potential to creatively explore both the software
and the machine interface appealed to all.

Set against this digital backdrop was the hands on
making. Conversations would ebb and flow as we
lost ourselves to our stitching. The work I produced
from the sessions began to reflect these
conversations, the small stories of making, selecting
out words and phrases that I stitched back into the
context of our making, creating an embroidery
toolkit, making tape measures, needlecase, pin
cushion, some of which was done by hand, and
some by digital means.

The groups we engaged with in Birmingham and
Dublin were involved in digital technology by way of
crafting using the Makernow FabLab as part of their
reinterpretation of local landmark heritage sites. This
combination of heritage and the digital became one of
the most fascinating aspects of the project. 

In Dublin, participants were approached via

community partner Bealtaine, an Age & Opportunity
initiative part-funded by the Arts Council and delivered
by hundreds of organisations around Ireland (local
authorities, arts centres, libraries, Active Retirement
groups, care settings, community groups and clubs).
Over 120,000 people now take part in activities
ranging from dance to cinema, painting to theatre.
Bealtaine utilises the talents and creativity of both first-
time and professional older artists from every part of
the country to run events that celebrate creativity as
we age. This is a major reason we initially focused on
inter-generational sharing of skills in phase one of the
project. Though this became less of a focus in phase
two, we retained Bealtaine’s group connections, and
particularly those with which our Birmingham
community partner, Craftspace, already had working
links and connections. 

Craftspace is a crafts development organisation
exploring crafts in diverse cultural and social settings,
working nationally and internationally to build
relationships between artists, people and
organisations through a programme of touring
exhibitions, research and participatory projects. Their
work is ‘supportive and developmental, enabling the
sharing of skills and knowledge. Artists, participants
and partners are involved in planning, development,
collaboration, documentation and reflection’
(Craftspace, 2014).

The link with Craftspace was pivotal in finding
participants and in developing the co-creation and co-
reflection elements necessary for the development of
the project. Craftspace was already working with
Bealtaine with a group of crafters using Rathfarnham
Castle in Dublin as a meeting space and as a source of
design inspiration for art work they were producing. 

Craftspace decided to use the same approach in
Birmingham, and recruited a group of crafters who
used Soho House as a stimulus for creative work. Both
groups worked with artists to develop designs, and
sent these prototype designs to the Makernow lab,
receiving their created designs back again to
redevelop and rework. 

One of the most successful parts of the project was a
trip that both Dublin and Birmingham participants had
the opportunity to take part in. A few community
crafters from each place, along with the lead artists,
came to the Makernow lab to see the process of
turning their designs into finished constructed items.
This, alongside the skilled and experienced input from
the Makernow team, led to some excellent outcomes. 

One of the most important of these was the quality
of reflection on the process and the products from the
group participants:

[the] reflection on outcomes was…significantly
enhanced by the expert designing, making and
leadership skills of the experienced artists in the
group, enabling discovery, discussion and design
thinking to develop through the process of sampling
and prototyping. Being together as a group in the
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same space was vital for this and was reinforced by
the digital and traditional design-making
knowledge of the Makernow team. (Bunnell, 2014) 

Subsequently the designs have been developed and
Soho House plans to sell some of the products in the
museum shop. This was not an output which was
planned from the start and indicates a development in
the idea of the project, at least a direction in which
following outputs could be advanced. Another
potential direction is to find a way of providing
software training and support for the community
artists and participants so that the rest of the group
could be helped to develop their digital design work.
But this is a digital aspect of the CARE project which
was extremely successful, in terms of outputs, co-
reflection and co-discovery. 

The CARE project is now finished but has thrown up
some interesting directions in which the interest in
craft, co-design, social engagement, and the digital
could be developed. Initially there is a link with
projects to do with health and well-being, with crafters
from Falmouth continuing to meet as they began to do
in phase two of CARE, but focusing on the benefits of
crafting to health and well-being. Other aspects may
be developed in subsequent projects, in which groups
continue to explore tensions and opportunities for
collaboration and co-production and address the value
of learning through sharing and making, digitally and
otherwise. We have found that, just as the boundary
between voluntary/amateur and professional are
contingent and shifting, so the supposed solid divide
between digital and non-digital is similarly unconstant
and fluid. Though initial responses to the digital
element in craft can be polarised and polarising,
experience and familiarity can help crafters create and
cultivate a narrative of co-discovery as groups and
individuals, and consider how this knowledge might
be applied in other aspects of their lives.
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